
Year 6 – Autumn
English – Recount

Why do people move? TH immigration, Windrush
UK places and changes over time.

Core Texts Additional Texts

Who are  
Refugees and 
Migrants?
Michael Rosen

Knowledge for the writer
• Plan how you will organise the way you retell the events. 

You could use a timeline to help you plan.
• Details are important to create a recount rather than a 

simple list of events in order. Try using When? Where? 
Who? What? Why? questions to help you plan what to 
include.

• Decide how you will finish the recount. You’ll need a 
definite ending, perhaps a summary or a comment on 
what happened (After the hostility we encountered 
arriving in London, who knows what the future holds?)

• Read the text through as if you don’t know anything 
about what it is being recounted. Is it clear what 
happened and when?

• Is the style right for the genre you are using? (powerful 
verbs and vivid description to recount journey to 
London)

Grammar Focus
Relative Pronouns: who, which, that
Adverbial phrases (where, manner, time): Later that 
evening, Walking on to the ship, In the distance 
Factual Language: Windrush, Caribbean, Jamaica, 
immigration, migration, Commonwealth 
Punctuation: commas to mark clauses, inverted 
commas to mark dialogue, dashes to mark boundaries 
between clauses it’s raining – I’m fed up, colons to add 
detail description: detail
Verbs: use irregular simple past tense verbs, awake –
awoke, blow – blew
Powerful verbs: synonyms for verbs to develop impact 
on reader wept instead of cried.
Subordinating Conjunctions: since, because, as, when
Complex sentences using a range of different clauses: 
Relative and subordinating

Structure
- Date and time
- Chronological 

order
- Paragraphs
- Closing statement

Language
- Past tense
- 1st or 3rd person
- Inormal language
- Topic vocabulary
- Adverbials of time, place and 

manner
- Complex sentences
- Subordinate Clauses
- Relative clauses
- Range of subordinating 

conjunctions
- Commas, dashes, inverted 

commas

Purpose/Audience
To retell events and to inform and/or entertain

WMG
Recount

Gervelie’s
Journey: A 
Refugee Diary
Anthony 
Robinson

All Aboard the 
Emipre Windrush

Jillian Powell

Coming to 
England

Floella Benjamin



Progression in Recount Texts -

Year 1/
Year 2

• Describe incidents from own experience in an audible voice using sequencing words and 
phrases such as then, after that; listen to others recounts and ask relevant questions. 

• Read personal recounts and begin to recognise generic structure, e.g. ordered sequence of 
events, use of words like first, next, after, when. 

• Write simple first person recounts linked to topics of interest/study or to personal 
experience, using the language of texts read as models for own writing, maintaining 
consistency in tense and person. 

Year 3/
Year 4

• Watch or listen to third person recounts such as news or sports reports on television, radio 
or podcast. Identify the sequence of main events.  Read examples of third person recounts 
such as letters, newspaper reports and diaries and recount the same event in a variety of 
ways, such as in the form of a story, a letter, a news report ensuring agreement in the use of 
pronouns.

• Write newspaper style reports, e.g. about school events or an incident from a story, using a 
wider range of connectives, such as meanwhile, following, afterwards and including detail 
expressed in ways which will engage the reader Girls with swirling hijabs danced to the…. 

• Include recounts when creating paper or screen based information texts.

Year 5 • Identify the features of recounted texts such as sports reports, diaries, police reports, 
including introduction to set the scene, chronological sequence, varied but consistent use of 
past tense, e.g. As he was running away he noticed... , possible supporting illustrations, 
degree of formality adopted and use of connectives.

• Use the language features of recounts including formal language when recounting events 
orally.

• Write recounts based on the same subject such as a field trip, a match or a historical event 
for two contrasting audiences such as a close friend and an unknown reader. 

Year 6 • Distinguish between biography and autobiography, recognising the effect on the 
reader of the choice between first and third person, distinguishing between fact, 
opinion and fiction, distinguishing between implicit and explicit points of view and 
how these can differ.

• Develop the skills of biographical and autobiographical writing in role, adapting 
distinctive voices, e.g. of historical characters, through preparing a CV; composing 
a biographical account based on research or describing a person from different 
perspectives, e.g. police description, school report, newspaper obituary.

• When planning writing, select the appropriate style and form to suit a specific 
purpose and audience, drawing on knowledge of different non-fiction text types.

• Use the language conventions and grammatical features of the different types of 
text as appropriate. 


